Human ageing is a global problem that will have a large socio-economic impact. A better understanding of ageing can direct public policies that minimize its negative effects in the future. Over many years, several longitudinal studies of human ageing have been conducted aiming to comprehend the phenomenon, and various factors influencing human ageing are under analysis. In this review, we categorize the main aspects affecting human ageing into a taxonomy for assisting data mining research on this topic. We also present tables summarizing the main characteristics of 64 research articles using data from ageing-related longitudinal studies, in terms of the ageingrelated aspects analysed, the main data analysis techniques used, and the specific longitudinal database mined in each article. Finally, we analyse the comprehensiveness of the main databases of longitudinal studies of human ageing worldwide, regarding which proportion of the proposed taxonomy's aspects are covered by each longitudinal database. We observed that most articles analysing such data are using classical (parametric, linear) statistical techniques, with little use of more modern (non-parametric, non-linear) data mining methods for analysing longitudinal databases of human ageing. We hope that this article will contribute to data mining research in two ways: first, by drawing attention to the important problem of global ageing and the free availability of several longitudinal databases of human ageing; second, by providing useful information to make research design choices about mining such data, e.g. which longitudinal study and which types of ageing-related aspects should be analysed, depending on the research's goals.
-Introduction
A longitudinal study aims to observe the changes on variables related to a problem domain, to the same sample objects, through previously established periods of time, named waves 15 . This kind of study tries to find cause and effect relations between the different values assigned to variables, considering the temporal aspect.
The longitudinal data analysis techniques most frequently used in the literature are based on classical statistics, such as hypothesis tests, correlation analysis, linear regression and logistic regression analysis. Note that such classical statistical data analysis techniques are usually parametric (making strong assumptions about the data distribution) and often detect only linear correlations in data. By contrast, the use of more flexible non-parametric, non-linear data mining or machine learning techniques -e.g., support vector machines -have been much less explored in the context of longitudinal data, although such techniques have also been adapted to this type of datae.g. Du 16 , and Chen 12 .
In the context of longitudinal studies, an area that has been gaining attention from the scientific community and governmental agencies are the human ageing studies. It is estimated that the elderly population will surpass 21.5% of the global population by 2050, which will strongly impact society and economy 68 . To understand this impact, research projects from different areas have been investigating a large number of different aspects of the ageing process.
In this context, as one of the contributions of this article, the main aspects associated with human ageing in the literature were identified. These aspects have been organized into a taxonomy for facilitating the analysis of data contained in the main longitudinal studies on human ageing. This taxonomy is also used to study how comprehensive each longitudinal study is, in terms of the proportion of types of aspects covered by the study. As a second contribution, we investigated which data analysis techniques are most frequently applied to longitudinal studies.
This review article aims to support future Longitudinal Data Mining (LDM) research projects on human ageing which use data sources such as the English Longitudinal Study of Ageing (ELSA), the Survey of Health Ageing and Retirement in Europe (SHARE), the Chinese Longitudinal Healthy Longevity Survey (CLHLS), etc. To the best of our knowledge, there is just one other systematic review on longitudinal studies on human ageing, namely the review by Kaiser 31 , which is conceptually quite different from our current review. More precisely, Kaiser's review is more focused on the ageing background and the methodology used to create many longitudinal databases of human ageing, with not much emphasis on data mining. By contrast, our review is more focused on the issue of how such longitudinal databases of ageing can be used for data mining and knowledge discovery purposes.
This review article is organized as follows: Section 2 presents general background on human ageing and knowledge discovery in longitudinal databases of ageing. Sections 3 and 4 present, respectively, the proposed taxonomy of many aspects affecting ageing (based on an extensive literature review) and the previously mentioned analysis of the degree of comprehensiveness of each of the main longitudinal studies of ageing with respect to the aspects identified in that taxonomy. Section 5 discusses the use of data analysis techniques on longitudinal databases of ageing. Finally, Section 6 concludes the article with our considerations regarding the perspectives and challenges of longitudinal data mining applied on human ageing studies.
-Background on Ageing and Knowledge Discovery in Longitudinal Databases

-Human Ageing at the Population Level
The global ageing phenomenon is caused by an increased life expectancy allied with the decline of birth rates. These facts have been occurring throughout countries all over the world, and trigger a gradual increase of the proportion of elderly citizens in relation to the rest of the population. According to data from the World Population Prospects: The 2015 Revision 68 , the proportion of the population 60 or more years old, which currently represents 12.3% of the global population, is estimated to reach 21.5% by 2050, and 28.3% by 2100 (Figure 1) . Figure 1 . Proportion of population by age range. Source: UNDESA 68 Populational ageing impacts the whole structure of our society, especially regarding social security issues, because the ratio of active workers over retired workers will suffer a decline, with several socioeconomic implications 43 . Therefore, understanding the human ageing process is of interest to society as a whole, because it can help guiding the creation of public policies aimed at the older segment of the society, besides helping fighting the cognitive losses and many age-related diseases. The human ageing study is highly interdisciplinary, gathering efforts from different areas of knowledge 6 , such as biology, medicine, psychology, social sciences, economy, etc. Accordingly, in this review paper we identify a wide variety of factors affecting ageing, from physical and mental health factors to psychological and socio-economic factors, as discussed later.
-Knowledge Discovery in Longitudinal Databases of Human Ageing
Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) encompasses three broad tasks 18, 51 : (a) data preparation, which includes e.g. data selection and data transformation; (b) the discovery of knowledge (or patterns) in databases, by using a data mining algorithm(s); (c) the evaluation and interpretation of the discovered knowledge in the context of the target problem domain.
In longitudinal databases of human ageing, each record represents an individual sampled from a population, and each individual is described by variables repeatedly measured across multiple time points (called 'waves'). Such longitudinal databases have some specific characteristics that should be considered in the KDD process, as discussed next.
When preparing longitudinal datasets of ageing for data mining, the temporal structure of the data should be considered. For example, missing value imputation for an age-dependent variable in a given wave can consider data from earlier and/or later waves. In the case of chronic age-related diseases, for instance, the presence of such a disease in a given wave can be used to infer the presence of that disease in a later wave, if the variable for the latter has missing values. In addition, longitudinal databases of human ageing typically have thousands of variables in each wave, and some individuals are not present in all waves. For instance, as individuals age they are increasingly likely to leave the study, due to their death or frailty associated with their old age. In longitudinal data analyses, it is often desirable to create datasets where the same variables and individuals are kept throughout the waves.
In longitudinal ageing studies, the objective is to identify patterns expressing changes in the values of age-dependent variables or correlations between variables as a function of time. Such temporal patterns may be caused by several factors, such as seasonality (e.g. some age-related medical conditions may be more common in the winter) or the accumulated effect of the passage of time (e.g. the increase of hypertension risk as an individual ages). Conventional data mining (DM) algorithms ignore the temporal structure of longitudinal data, so longitudinal DM requires either that the data be carefully preprocessed to be suitable for conventional DM algorithms (a popular approach despite leading to loss of temporal information), or that new longitudinal DM algorithms be developed -possibly by adapting conventional DM algorithms.
The knowledge discovered in longitudinal databases of human ageing could potentially help to design new interventions against the harmful effects of the ageing process, improving human health, longevity, and productivity.
-A Taxonomy of Aspects Affecting Human Ageing
In order to evaluate the comprehensiveness of the main longitudinal databases of human ageing, we propose a taxonomy of the numerous aspects that influence the human ageing process. This taxonomy was based on an extensive review of the literature. The selection of the articles reviewed in this paper for creating the proposed taxonomy consisted of four phases, as follows.
First, we conducted searches for relevant articles in different academic reference repositories -namely, in PubMed and Springer repositories, and in the repositories of some of the most relevant journals that focus on human ageing from a multidisciplinary perspective (European Journal of Ageing, Journal of Aging Studies, Journal of Population Ageing, Ageing and Society). The searches considered articles published in the period 2004-2016, using as keywords "longitudinal database" and "ageing" (or "aging"). These searches returned about 500 articles. Second, because of the large volume of articles found, we performed part of the process of reduction proposed by Kitchenhan et al 36 . This reduction consisted in selecting the potentially relevant articles by reading the titles and abstracts of all articles found in the first search, and eliminating those unrelated to this research's objectives and scope, which reduced the number of articles to about 140. Third, we read in detail all those 140 articles, and then discarded many articles which were not relevant to our review, due to reasons such as not mentioning enough details about the ageing-related longitudinal variables analysed and not mentioning enough details about the data mining methods used. This further reduced the number of articles to 64 relevant ones. Fourth, these 64 articles were then very carefully reviewed and compared with each other, in order to identify ageing-related aspects across articles. In this fourth phase we have finally identified all aspects included in the proposed taxonomy, and have also identified the data source, geographical region and main data analysis technique applied in each reviewed research article.
Note that in this last phase it was also necessary to standardize the identified aspects' terminology, since there are discrepancies on how they were referred to in the reviewed articles, and some of the variables addressed in the reviewed articles had to be generalized, in order for them to suit the definition of some aspect in the taxonomy. Our review has identified in total 93 aspects, which have been organized into the taxonomy shown in Figure 2 . Note also that some aspects may naturally have some overlap, as a result of the fact that they are described by relatively broad terms whose interpretation is to some extent subjective, given the nature of the concepts represented by some terms. In particular, broadly speaking, the taxonomy's terms referring to some social sciences or psychology concepts naturally tend to have a more subjective interpretation (and therefore are more prone to overlapping) than terms referring to biomedical or physical concepts. In our review of the literature, we did our best to choose terms for the proposed taxonomy that best reflect the way the reviewed articles approached the studied concepts.
The taxonomy consists of eight broad dimensions (Physical Health, Quality of Life, Mental Health, Genetic Inheritance, Location, Personal, Social and Economic), each of which is further subdivided into more specific aspects at different levels of granularity. Hence, the hierarchical nature of the taxonomy can help researchers to identify which types of ageing-related aspects (and at which level of abstraction) they should focus on, depending on their projects' goals. For example, if a research project is focused on discovering correlations between, say, data on the Psychological Healthy aspect (in the Mental Health dimension) and data on the Economic dimension, it could consider variables related to the psychological aspects Depression, Mental Disposition, Stress Level and Anxiety Level as well as variables related to Financial Situation, Occupation and Household (see Figure 2 for details). We briefly discuss next a couple of examples showing how data analysis methods can consider connections among different aspects of the proposed taxonomy or connections between aspects and other ageing-related variables. For a much more detailed review of such papers, a large table with detailed information on each reference, including the main ageing-related conclusions of the authors, is available in the first supplementary file (Table S1 ). For example, the 'cognitive efficiency' aspect ('Mental Health' dimension) has been studied together with aspects like 'wellbeing' 2,77 ('Quality of Life' dimension), 'education' 57 ('Personal' dimension), and 'sensorial efficiency' 41 ('Physical Health' dimension). Moreover, 'physical and social activities' reportedly influenced positively the cognitive efficiency 8 . As another example, the aspect 'depression' ('Mental Health' dimension) has been associated with ageing-related variables like 'premature mortality' 76 and 'diabetes' 38, 40 (the latter is included in the 'chronic disease' aspect in the 'Physical Health' dimension). Figure 3 shows the proportion of reviewed articles using each of 9 broad types of data analysis techniques. Note that the reviewed articles have used in general classical statistical analysis techniques, and a preference for Linear and Logistic Regressions is evident in this Figure. These classical statistical techniques have some limitations in the analysis of complex data, like longitudinal databases of human ageing. In particular, linear regression (in its various forms) and conventional correlation analysis-based techniques are usually parametric, making strong assumptions about the data distribution -such as assuming that the relationship between the dependent and independent variables is nearly linear, or assuming a normal distribution of the dependent variable.
Figure 3: Percentage of reviewed articles that used each data analysis technique
When the dependent variable does not follow the normal distribution, Generalized Linear Models (GLMs) 47 can be used. As an extension of classical regression techniques, GLMs allow multivariate analysis with either continuous or nominal dependent variables, with an exponential or normal distribution. Note, however, that only one of the reviewed articles used GLM, namely, Choi et al. 13 ..
Several studies addressed problems where the dependent variable is the time elapsed until an event (e.g. death). For instance, White 76 investigates how depression-related factors may shorten the lives of older adults. Several projects used the Cox Proportional Hazards Model 22, 29, 33, 40, 53, 54 , which is widely utilized in the analysis of survival rates. This model allows the identification of the independent variables that act more intensely when all variables are analysed as a set.
Another alternative to the limitations stated previously is Structural Equation Modelling (SEM) 25 . Briefly, SEM analyses the association between observable variables and latent variablesi.e. variables that are the product of relations between observable variables, but cannot be directly observed. Aspects such as wellbeing, that cannot be directly observed, may be considered latent variables. Based on this, Wilson 77 utilized SEM to assert that cognitive efficiency decline hinders wellbeing among older adults. SEM was also used in 42, 56, 67, 73 . Among the articles included in our literature review, the proportions of articles addressing each of the 8 dimensions of the proposed taxonomy of ageing-related aspects are shown in Figure 4 . Clearly, the 'Mental Health' and 'Physical Health' dimensions have been the most investigated in the reviewed articles. 
-A Comprehensiveness Analysis of the Main Longitudinal Studies on Human Ageing
In this section we analyse the degree of comprehensiveness of the seven most prominent longitudinal studies on human ageing. By comprehensiveness we mean the extent to which they contain data about the different aspects identified in the proposed taxonomy (Figure 2) . Table 2 presents an overview of the main characteristics of these longitudinal studies. The proportion of reviewed articles that used data from each longitudinal study is shown in Figure  5 . Although the 'Others' category represents 44% of the reviewed articles, there are twenty databases in that category, and none of them has been used more frequently than the seven longitudinal databases shown in Table 2 . In the first supplementary file (Table S1 ) we include the names of the databases used in each study, with a link to their website. The file also presents information on each article included in our revision, such as the main conclusions of the authors. The comprehensiveness analysis is presented in Table 3 . Each row of the table refers to a different dimension (top-level aspect) in the taxonomy (Figure 2) , and the columns refer to the seven longitudinal studies on human ageing. The value in each cell indicates the comprehensiveness of the study for the corresponding dimension, represented by the percentage of aspects of that dimension addressed by the study. In our second supplementary file (Tables S2 through S9) we provide a more detailed analysis of comprehensiveness, with one table for each dimension, showing which aspects of that dimension are addressed by each study. To construct the table, the decision about exactly which aspects were addressed by each study required an interpretation of the documentation from each study's official website, since there are differences in nomenclature across studies, and several pieces of information are presented with little specificity. Hence, it is possible that an aspect not considered in our analysis is (directly or indirectly) addressed in the study's database.
Note that an aspect might be represented by multiple variables in a database. For instance, 'Physical Activities' is an aspect addressed by three variables in the ELSA database, representing the respondent's frequency of participation on light, moderate and intense physical activities. The studies in Table 3 have different levels of comprehensiveness across the dimensions of the proposed taxonomy, besides having different types of data and numbers of respondents, and covering diverse geographical regions (see Table 2 ). Hence, each of these studies has unique features that would make it more recommendable to certain types of research:
 ELSA: The English study established a quality standard referred to in most of the main studies on human ageing. Amongst the evaluated studies, ELSA stands out as the most comprehensive on most of the dimensions, except 'Location'. Furthermore, the study has a significant sample size, with about 12000 respondents per wave. Hence, ELSA can be recommended for most general purpose human ageing study projects.  SHARE: This study is the most geographically distributed, being conducted on 20 European countries and Israel. It also has by far the largest sample of respondents (see Table 2 ). Furthermore, it is the second most comprehensive study overall, in Table 3 .  TILDA: The Irish longitudinal study has a good comprehensiveness on every dimension, and a stable database, due to using a model similar to ELSA's. Because it was most recently started (the first wave was conducted in 2009), TILDA has adhered to a more mature ELSA model, without the need to pass through the several adaptations that ELSA had to. Thus, the data preparation phase of a project using the TILDA database should, in theory, need fewer adaptations and concerns with the data format.
 CLHLS: This study focuses on behavioural analysis, aiming to identify ageing-related risk behaviours. The Chinese database has the greatest number of centenarians (14290) and a considerable number of nonagenarians (18910) and octogenarians (14416). Hence, studies that aim to find answers to the very high longevity of individuals might benefit from its data.  WLS: The Winscosin study has the oldest data available, some dating back to the 50's.
Hence, an analysis of its data can provide insights on the effect of the passage of greater periods of time than other studies. Also, it is focused on a single city, which allows it to fully cover the 'Location' dimension and have more specific variables for that dimension.  KLoSA: Another database that follows the ELSA model, KloSA is limited to South Korea respondents, which, like the Chinese respondents in CLHLS, have specific social and cultural characteristics. Because they have oriental respondents, KloSA and CLHLS are recommended for projects that compare environmental differences between cultures, possibly comparing results from these studies with the ones from studies that focus on occidental cultures.  HRS: Many respondents of this study (about 20000 individuals) had their genetic codes mapped and added to the study's database. Hence, projects may use this database for analyses that aim to correlate genetic influences with the environmental characteristics of the participants. In addition, the study currently has 13 published waves, more than every other study in Table 2 , which allows a more extensive longitudinal analysis.
-Data Analysis Techniques Applied to Longitudinal Databases of Ageing
As previously mentioned, the data analysis techniques most commonly used to analyse longitudinal databases of human ageing are classical statistical techniques such as linear and logistic regression. The articles selected in our review utilized data from several longitudinal studies, and applied different data analysis techniques, as presented in Table 4 . Our literature review brought up an interesting issue: the lack of published articles analysing longitudinal databases of ageing with modern data mining algorithms like support vector machines (SVMs) and random forests (RFs). There are SVMs and RFs designed to cope with longitudinal data, but such algorithms have not been applied yet to the major longitudinal databases of ageing discussed in this review, possibly due to the lack of awareness of the data mining community about the availability and importance of such databases.
As related work, we briefly mention three examples of SVMs applied to longitudinal data about a specific disease or health problem (rather than about the ageing process as a whole). First, Minhas 48 employs Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifiers to predict early Alzheimer's disease. Second, Bellazi 5 employs SVM classifiers to analyse longitudinal data, aiming to assess the clinical performance of haemodialysis services. As the third example, Du 16 uses SVM for predicting Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) score. All three articles concluded that the use of SVM was successful.
-Conclusion
Longitudinal studies of human ageing gather information about thousands of individuals, collected over many years. The databases created by such studies contain a large number of variables, of diverse types, providing data about a number of different aspects affecting human ageing. In addition, such studies are conducted around the world, representing populations with diverse social, economic and cultural characteristics. Furthermore, the data stored in such longitudinal databases of ageing is often freely available for researchers.
Hence, the data contained in these databases is a very useful source of information for research on human ageing. In particular, data analysis techniques from statistics and data mining can be used to extract knowledge or patterns about the complex process of human ageing.
In order to support research based on longitudinal databases, we performed an extensive review of the literature on longitudinal studies of human ageing. Using the methodology described in Section 3, a large number of articles on the theme (about 500) were obtained. However, only 64 of them were considered relevant based on the inclusion and exclusion criteria adopted. As a limitation of this work, it is possible that the process of eliminating some papers reading only their title and abstract, although it is widely used, has resulted in discarding a few papers that would be found relevant if we had read all full papers. However, it would not be feasible or cost-effective to read 500 articles in detail, and in general the titles and abstracts of the discarded papers clearly indicated that they were very unlikely to be relevant for our review. This trade-off of analysing a large amount of papers in a reasonable amount of time is well known in information retrieval researches.
As for contributions, first, we proposed a taxonomy of the main aspects affecting human ageing, as shown in Figure 2 . Second, as a summary of our literature review, we presented tables which categorize the reviewed articles according to the data analysis techniques they used and the broad ageing-related aspect that they investigate (Table 1) or the major longitudinal datasets that they analysed (Table 4) . Third, we identified the seven most prominent longitudinal studies of human ageing around the world, and for each study we summarized its main characteristics (Table  2 ) and analysed its degree of comprehensiveness, that is, the extent to which they contain data about the different ageing-related aspects identified in the proposed taxonomy (Table 3) .
We also noted that the data analysis techniques used so far to analyse longitudinal databases of human ageing have been mainly classical statistical techniques, often limited by parametric and linearity assumptions. Actually, to the best of our knowledge, there is no work applying more modern data mining methods to such longitudinal databases of human ageing, although these methods have been applied to longitudinal data about a specific disease or health condition (some examples were briefly mentioned in Section 5). The study of human ageing could greatly benefit from different forms of non-parametric and non-linear data analyses, such as modern data mining algorithms developed to deal with longitudinal data.
We hope that this review can help other researchers to apply statistical and data mining methods to longitudinal data on human ageing, contributing to the discovery of more knowledge in this area. Note that this is a very important research area, since the proportion of the world population becoming old or very old is expected to substantially increase in the coming decades, with large socio-economic and health implications, as discussed earlier.
